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1. INTRODUCTION
Let E be a separable Banach space with norm k:k: For a segment I in R; we de-
note by C.I;E/ the Banach space of continuous functions from I to E equipped
with the norm kx.:/k1 WD sup
˚kx.t/kI t 2 I	: For a positive number a, we put
Ca WD C.Œ a;0;E/ and for any t 2 Œ0;T ; T > 0; we define the operator T .t/ from
C.Œ a;T ;E/ to Ca with .T .t/.x.:///.s/ WD .T .t/x/.s/ WD x.tCs/; s 2 Œ a;0: For
a given nonempty subset K of E we introduce the set K0 WD
n
'.:/ 2 CaI'.0/ 2K
o
:
In this paper, we shall prove local existence of the solutions to the following func-
tional differential inclusions:8<: Px.t/ 2 F.t;T .t/x/; a.e. on Œ0;T Ix.s/D '.s/; 8s 2 Œ a;0I
x.t/ 2 C.t/; 8t 2 Œ0;T I
(1.1)
8<: Px.t/ 2 F.t;T .t/x/; a.e. on Œ0;T Ix.s/D '.s/; 8s 2 Œ a;0I
x.t/ 2 P.x.s//; 8s 2 Œ0;T ; 8t 2 Œs;T I
(1.2)
where F is a closed multifunction, measurable with respect to the first argument
and Lipschitz continuous with respect to the second argument, C and P are two
set-valued maps, and ' is a given function in Ca:
This kind of problems was initiated by Haddad [5, 6], in the case when F is glob-
ally upper semi-continuous and takes convex compact values and C is fixed. Then
c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this line of research was pursued by several authors. Regarding the existence of
solutions in a separable Banach space, we refer to Syam [9], where two results are
given: the first one deals with a fixed convex constraint C and a globally measurable
multifunction F which is upper semi-continuous in its second argument, while in
the second one the constraint is convex and moving, but F is globally upper semi-
continuous. See also the work of Gavioli and Malaguti [4].
Duc Ha, in [3], established the existence of viable solutions of (1.1) without
memory in a Banach space when C is fixed and F is closed, integrably bounded,
measurable with respect to the first argument and Lipschitz continuous with respect
to the second argument. The author established a multi-valued version of Larrieu’s
work [7], assuming the following tangential condition:
liminf
h7!0C
1
h
e
 
xC
Z tCh
t
F.s;x/ds;C
!
D 0; (1.3)
where e.:; :/ denotes the Hausdorff excess. Duc Ha’s result has been extended by
Lupulescu and Necula [8] to functional differential inclusions, but under the same
hypotheses on F; assuming that C is always fixed. They used a suitable adapted
form of the tangential condition of (1.3).
Our work extends the results of [3, 8]. Indeed, we get existence results, in a sep-
arable Banach space, for functional differential inclusions, with a not necessarily
convex constraint which depends on time or on the variable x 2 E: The right-hand
side is not necessarily convex. As is known, viability problems need tangential con-
ditions. For problems (1.1) and (1.2), we shall use a tangency condition which is
weaker than the one used in [3, 8].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some preliminary facts
that we need in the sequel. In Section 3, we give some auxiliary results. In Section
4, we prove the existence of solutions for (1.1), while in Section 4 we establish the
existence of monotone solutions for (1.2).
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT
For the purpose of measurability, E (resp. ˝  E) is endowed with the  -
algebra B.E/ (resp. B.˝/) of Borel subsets for the strong topology and Œ0;1 is
endowed with Lebesgue measure and the  -algebra of Lebesgue measurable sub-
sets. For x 2 E and r > 0, let B.x;r/ WD ˚y 2 EIky   xk < r	 be the open ball
centered at x with radius r and let NB.x;r/ be its closure and put B D B.0;1/: For
'.:/ 2 Ca let Ba.'.:/; r/ WD
˚
 .:/ 2 CaIk'.:/  .:/k1 < r
	
and let NBa.'.:/; r/
be its closure. For x 2 E and for nonempty subsets A;B of E, we denote by
dA.x/ or d.x;A/ the real inf
˚ky  xkIy 2 A	; e.A;B/ WD sup˚dB.x/Ix 2 A	 and
H.A;B/D max˚e.A;B/;e.B;A/	: For a multifunction F we denote by Gr.F / its
graph. A multifunction is said to be measurable if its graph is measurable. For more
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detail on measurability theory, we refer the reader to the book of Castaing-Valadier
[2].
Let us recall the following Lemmas that will be used in the sequel. For the proofs,
we refer the reader to [10].
Lemma 1. Let ˝ be a nonempty set in E: Assume that F W Œa;b˝! 2E is a
multifunction with nonempty closed values satisfying:
 For every x 2˝; F.:;x/ is measurable on Œa;bI
 For every t 2 Œa;b; F .t; :/ is (Hausdorff) continuous on ˝:
Then for any measurable function x.:/ W Œa;b! ˝; the multifunction F.:;x.:// is
measurable on Œa;b:
Lemma 2. Let G W Œa;b! 2E be a measurable multifunction and y.:/ W Œa;b!
E a measurable function. Then for any positive measurable function r.:/ W Œa;b!
RC; there exists a measurable selection g.:/ of G such that for almost all t 2 Œa;b
kg.t/ y.t/k  d y.t/;G.t/C r.t/:
Let us introduce the following hypotheses which we shall use throughout this pa-
per.
Hypothesis (H).
(H1) C W Œ 1;1! 2E is a lower semicontinuous set-valued map with compact
graph and K W Œ 1;1! Ca is a set-valued map defined by K.t/ D f' 2
Ca;'.0/ 2 C.t/g ;
(H2) F WGr.K/! 2E is a set-valued map with nonempty closed values satisfying
(i) t 7! F.t; / is measurable,
(ii) There exists a function m.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;1;RC/ such that for all t 2 Œ0;1
and  1; 2 2K.t/
H
 
F.t; 1/;F .t; 2/
  m.t/k 1  2k1;
(iii) There exists g.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;1;RC/ such that for all t 2 Œ0;1 and  2
K.t/
k F.t; /k WD sup
y2F.t; /
kyk  g.t/:
Hypothesis (A).
(A1) K is a nonempty compact subset in E and P W E! 2K is a lower semicon-
tinuous set-valued map satisfying
(i) For all x 2K; x 2 P.x/;
(ii) For all x 2K and all y 2 P.x/ we have P.y/ P.x/I
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(A2) F W Œ 1;1K0 ! 2E is a set-valued map with nonempty closed values
satisfying
(i) For each  2K0; t 7! F.t; / is measurable,
(ii) There exists a function m.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;1;RC/ such that for all t 2 Œ0;1
and for all  1; 2 2K0
H
 
F.t; 1/;F .t; 2/
  m.t/k 1  2k1;
(iii) There exists g.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;1;RC/ such that for all t 2 Œ0;1 and for all
 2K0
kF.t; /k  g.t/:
In the rest of the paper, fix ' 2 Ca such that '.0/ 2 C.0/ for Problem (1.1) and
'.0/ 2K for Problem (1.2). For " > 0 set,
."/ WD sup
(
 20;" W
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z t2
t1
g./d
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ < "; k'.t1/ '.t2/k < "
and
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z t2
t1
m./d
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ < " if jt1  t2j  
)
: (2.1)
In the sequel we need the following notation. For given measurable functions
y.:/ W Œ0;1!E and r.:/ W Œ0;1! RC set
Sy;r. /D
(
f 2 L1.Œ 1;1;E/ W f .s/ 2 F.s; / for all s 2 Œ 1;1 and
kf .s/ y.s/k  d.y.s/;F.s; //C r.s/ for all s 2 Œ0;1
)
where  2 Ca: Remark that the set Sy;r. / is nonempty if we take into account that
F satisfies the condition (H2) or (A2). Indeed, this fact can be trivially deduced from
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
We are now ready to introduce the tangential conditions used in this work.
(H3) (Tangential condition) For all measurable functions y.:/ W Œ0;1! E; r.:/ W
Œ0;1! RC and for every t 2 Œ0;1 and  2K.t/; there exists f 2 Sy;r. /
such that
liminf
h7!0C
1
h
d
 
 .0/C
Z tCh
t
f .s/ds;C.tCh/
!
D 0:
(A3) (Tangential condition) For all measurable functions y.:/ W Œ0;1! E; r.:/ W
Œ0;1! RC and for every .t; / 2 Œ0;1K0; there exists f 2 Sy;r. / such
that
liminf
h7!0C
1
h
d
 
 .0/C
Z tCh
t
f .s/ds;P. .0//
!
D 0:
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These tangential conditions are weaker than the ones used in [3, 8]. It is important to
notice here that, if F and C do not depend on time, (H3) and (A3) are equivalent to
F. /\TC . .0//¤¿ and F. /\TP. .0//. .0//¤¿
respectively, where TK.x/ is the contingent cone at x to K and '.:/ 2 Ca: However,
in this case the condition (1.3) is equivalent to F.x/ TC .x/:
In the next sections, we shall prove the following theorems.
Theorem 1. If assumptions (H1)-(H3) are satisfied, then for all .´0;'/ 2 E 
Ca such that '.0/ D ´0 2 C.0/; there exist T > 0 and a continuous function x.:/ W
Œ a;T !E which is absolutety continuous on Œ0;T  and it is a solution of (1.1).
Theorem 2. If assumptions (A1)-(A3) are satisfied, then for all .´0;'/ 2K K0
such that '.0/D ´0; there exist T > 0 and a continuous function x.:/ W Œ a;T !E
which is absolutely continuous on Œ0;T  and it is a monotone solution of (1.2).
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section, we shall prove some auxiliary results that will be used in the next
sections. Consider first the following hypotheses which we shall use throughout this
section.
Hypothesis (C).
(C1) C W Œ 1;1! 2E is a lower semicontinuous set-valued map with compact
graph;
(C2) F WGr.C /! 2E is a set-valued map with nonempty closed values satisfying
(i) t 7! F.t;x/ is measurable,
(ii) There exists a function m.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;1;RC/ such that for all t 2 Œ0;1
and x1;x2 2 C.t/
H
 
F.t;x1/;F .t;x2/
  m.t/kx1 x2k;
(iii) There exists g.:/ 2L1.Œ0;1;RC/ such that for all t 2 Œ0;1 and x 2C.t/
kF.t;x/k  g.t/I
(C3) (Tangential condition) For all measurable functions y.:/ W Œ0;1! E; r.:/ W
Œ0;1! RC and for every t 2 Œ0;1 and x 2 C.t/; there exists f 2 Sy;r.x/
such that
liminf
h 7!0C
1
h
d
 
xC
Z tCh
t
f .s/ds;C.tCh/
!
D 0:
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Hypothesis (L).
(L1) K is a nonempty compact subset in E and P W E! 2K is a lower semicon-
tinuous set-valued map satisfying
(i) For all x 2K; x 2 P.x/;
(ii) For all x 2K and all y 2 P.x/ we have P.y/ P.x/I
(L2) F W Œ 1;1K! 2E is a set-valued map with nonempty closed values sat-
isfying
(i) For each x 2K; t 7! F.t;x/ is measurable,
(ii) There exists a function m.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;1;RC/ such that for all t 2 Œ0;1
and for all x1;x2 2K
H
 
F.t;x1/;F .t;x2/
  m.t/kx1 x2k;
(iii) There exists g.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;1;RC/ such that for all t 2 Œ0;1 and for all
x 2K
kF.t;x/k  g.t/I
(L3) (Tangential condition) For all measurable functions y.:/ W Œ0;1! E; r.:/ W
Œ0;1! RC and for every .t;x/ 2 Œ0;1K; there exists f 2 Sy;r.x/ such
that
liminf
h7!0C
1
h
d
 
xC
Z tCh
t
f .s/ds;P.x/
!
D 0:
In the following, let b 20;1Œ be fixed and, for all t0 2 Œ0;b set Œt0;b0D Œt0; t0C
1
4
. "
4
/\ Œ0;b:
Lemma 3. If assumptions (C1)-(C3) are satisfied, then for all 0< "< a; t0 2 Œ0;b
and for all measurable function y.:/ W Œ0;b!E; there exists  > 0 . < "/ such that
for all t 2 Œt0;b0 and x 2 C.t/; there exist f 2 Sy;.2m.:/C1/".x/; ht;x 2 Œ; 14. "4/
and u 2 "B such that 
xCht;xuC
Z tCht;x
t
f .s/ds
!
2 C.tCht;x/:
Proof. Let 0 < " < a; t0 2 Œ0;b and y.:/ W Œ0;b! E be a measurable function.
Consider .s;´/ 2M WD f.Ns; N´/=Ns 2 Œ0;b and N´ 2 C.Ns/g: Note that if the subset M of
Gr.C / is closed then it is compact. By the tangential condition, there exists fs;´ 2
Sy; "
4
.´/ such that
liminf
h7!0C
1
h
d
 
´C
Z sCh
s
fs;´./d;C.sCh/
!
D 0:
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Then there exists Nhs;´ 20;minf14. "4/;1 bg satisfying
d
 
´C
Z sC Nhs;´
s
fs;´./d;C.sC Nhs;´/
!
< Nhs;´ "
4
:
Consider the subset
N.s;´/D
(
.Ns; N´/ 2  Nhs;´;1  Nhs;´ŒE W
d
 
N´ C
Z NsC Nhs;´
Ns
fs;´./d;C.NsC Nhs;´/
!
< Nhs;´ "
4
)
:
Since C is lower semicontinuous, Corollary 1.2.1 in [1] shows that the function
.Ns; N´/ 7! d
 
N´ C
Z NsC Nhs;´
Ns
fs;´./d;C.NsC Nhs;´/
!
is upper semicontinuous. So the set N.s;´/ is open. Moreover, since .s;´/ belongs
to N.s;´/; there exists 0 < s;´ < Nhs;´ such that s   s;´; sC s;´Œ B.´;s;´/ is
contained in N.s;´/; therefore, the compact subset M can be covered by q such
subsets si  si ;´i ; si Csi ;´i ŒB.´i ;si ;´i /: For simplicity, we set
hi WD Nhsi ;´i and i WD si ;´i ; i D 1; : : : ;q:
Put  D minfhi=1  i  qg; take t 2 Œt0;b0 and x 2 C.t/; and let i 2 f1; : : : ;qg
such that .t;x/ 2si  i ; si Ci ŒB.´i ;i /; hence .t;x/ 2N.si ;´i /: So there exists
fsi ;´i 2 Sy; "4 .´i / such that
d
 
xC
Z tChi
t
fsi ;´i ./d;C.tChi /
!
< hi
"
4
:
On the other hand, let fi 2 Sfsi ;´i ; "4 .x/: By (C2) we have for all  2 Œt; tChi 
kfi ./ fsi ;´i ./k  d.fsi ;´i ./;F .;x//C
"
4
m./kx ´ikC "
4
 him./C "
4
:
Hence by (2.1) we getZ tChi
t
kfi ./ fsi ;´i ./kd  hi
Z tChi
t
m./dC hi"
4
 hi"
4
C hi"
4
 hi"
2
:
Thus
d
 
xC
Z tChi
t
fi ./d;C.tChi /
!
 d
 
xC
Z tChi
t
fsi ;´i ./d;C.tChi /
!
C
Z tChi
t
kfsi ;´i ./ fi ./kd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 hi"
4
C hi"
2
 3hi"
4
:
Let xi 2 C.tChi / such that
1
hi
xi  x 
Z tChi
t
fi ./d
 1hi d
 
xC
Z tChi
t
fi ./d;C.tChi /
!
C "
4
 ":
Set
uD 1
hi
 
xi  x 
Z tChi
t
fi ./d
!
;
then u 2 "B and
xi D
 
xChiuC
Z tChi
t
fi ./d
!
2 C.tChi /:
Note that fi 2 Sy;.2m.:/C1/".x/: Indeed, one has
kfi ./ y./k  kfi ./ fsi ;´i ./kCkfsi ;´i ./ y./k
m./hi C "
4
Cd.y./;F.;´i //C "
4
m./hi C 2"
4
Cd.y./;F.;x//Cm./kx ´ik
m./"C 2"
4
Cd.y./;F.;x//Cm./hi
 d.y./;F.;x//C .2m./C1/":

The proof of the next Lemma is similar to that of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. If assumptions (L1)-(L3) are satisfied, then for all 0 < " < a; for all
t0 2 Œ0;b and for all measurable function y.:/ W Œ0;b!E; there exists  > 0 . < "/
such that 8.t;x/ 2 Œt0;b0K; there exist f 2 Sy;.2m.:/C1/".x/; ht;x 2 Œ; 14. "4/
and u 2 "B such that 
xCht;xuC
Z tCht;x
t
f .s/ds
!
2 P.x/:
We need the following Propositions in the next sections.
Proposition 1. If assumptions (C1)-(C3) are satisfied, then for all 0 < " < a;
t0 2 Œ0;b; ´0 2 C.t0/ and y.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;b;E/; there exist a continuous mapping
´.:/ W Œt0;b0! E; a step function .:/ W Œt0;b0! Œt0;b0 and f .:/ 2 L1.Œt0;b0;E/
such that
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(i) ´.t0/ D ´0; f .t/ 2 F.t;´..t///; 0  t   .t/  14. "4/ and ´..t// 2
C..t//; for all t 2 Œt0;b0I
(ii) kf .t/ y.t/k  d y.t/;F .t;´..t///C .2m.t/C1/" for all t 2 Œt0;b0I
(iii)
´.t/ ´.t0/  tR
t0
f ./d
  ".t   t0/ for all t 2 Œt0;b0:
Proof. Let 0 < " < a; t0 2 Œ0;b; ´0 2 C.t0/ and y.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;b;E/ be fixed. By
Lemma 3, there exist h0 2 Œ; 14. "4/; f0 2 Sy;.2m.:/C1/".´0/ and u0 2 "B such that 
´0Ch0u0C
Z t0Ch0
t0
f0.s/ds
!
2 C.t0Ch0/:
Set
´1 D ´0Ch0u0C
Z t0Ch0
t0
f0.s/ds and t1 D t0Ch0
We reiterate this process for constructing finite sequences .hi /i  Œ; 14. "4/,
.fi .://i ; .ti /i ; .ui /i  "B , and .´i /i satisfying the following assertions for i  0:
(a) tiC1 D ti Chi and ´iC1 2 C.tiC1/
(b) ´iC1 D ´i Chiui C
tiC1R
ti
fi .s/dsI
(c) fi 2 Sy;.2m.:/C1/".´i /:
It is easy to see that for i D 0 the assertions (a)-(c) are fulfilled. Let now i  1:
Assume that (a)-(c) are satisfied for any i D 1; :::;q: If b0  tqC1; then we stop the
process of iterations and we get that (a)-(c) are satisfied with tq < b0  tqC1: In the
other case, for .tqC1;´qC1/; by Lemma 3, there exist hqC1 2 Œ; 14. "4/; fqC1 2
Sy;.2m.:/C1/".´qC1/ and uqC1 2 "B such that 
´qC1ChqC1uqC1C
Z tqC1ChqC1
tqC1
fqC1.s/ds
!
2 C.tqC1ChqC1/:
Set
´qC2 D ´qC1ChqC1uqC1C
Z tqC1ChqC1
tqC1
fqC1.s/ds and tqC2 D tqC1ChqC1:
Thus the conditions (a)-(c) are satisfied for i D qC1: Since hi  > 0; there exists an
integer s such that ts <b0 tsC1:Now, we define the function .:/ W Œt0;b0! Œt0;b0
and f .:/;u.:/ 2 L1.Œt0;b0;E/ by setting for all t 2 Œtq; tqC1Œ\Œt0;b0
.t/D tq; f .t/D fq.t/; u.t/D uq;
.b0/D b0; f .b0/D fsC1.b0/; u.b0/D usC1 if tsC1 D b0:
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Also we define the function ´.:/ W Œt0;b0!E by ´.t0/D ´0 and
´.t/D ´.t0/C
Z t
t0
f .s/dsC
Z t
t0
u.s/ds; 8t 2 Œt0;b0:
These definitions will enable us to derive assertions (i) and (ii). Moreover, we have
for all t 2 Œt0;b0 ´.t/ ´.t0/ 
Z t
t0
f .s/ds
 ".t   t0/:
The proof of Proposition 1 is complete. 
The same proof of Proposition 1 holds for the following Proposition.
Proposition 2. If assumptions (L1)-(L3) are satisfied, then for every " 20;aŒ;
t0 2 Œ0;b; ´0 2K and y.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;b;E/; there exist
´.:/ 2 C.Œt0;C1Œ;E/;.:/; Q.:/ W Œt0;C1Œ! Œt0;C1Œ and f .:/ 2 L1.Œt0;b0;E/
such that
(i) ´.t0/ D ´0; f .t/ 2 F.t;´..t///; 0  t   .t/  14. "4/; 0  Q.t/  t 
1
4
. "
4
/ and ´. Q.t// 2 P.´..t/// for all t 2 Œt0;b0I
(ii) kf .t/ y.t/k  d y.t/;F .t;´..t///C .2m.t/C1/" for all t 2 Œt0;b0I
(iii)
´.t/ ´.t0/  tR
t0
f ./d
  ".t   t0/ for all t 2 Œt0;b0:
Remark that, in this case, Q and  are defined as follows: Q.t/D tqC1 and .t/D tq
for all t 2 Œtq; tqC1Œ:
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Set '.0/D ´0 and let T1 > 0 be such thatZ T1
0
m.t/dt < 1: (4.1)
Put T D inffT1;bg:
We shall show the following Proposition. It will be used in order to obtain a
sequence of approximated solutions.
Proposition 3. If assumptions (H1)-(H3) are satisfied, then for all 0 < " < a and
for all y.:/ 2L1.Œ0;b;E/; there exist a continuous mapping ´.:/ W Œ a;T !E; step
functions .:/; N.:/ W Œ0;T ! Œ0;T ;   .:/ W Œ0;T !Ca and f .:/2L1.Œ0;T ;E/ such
that
(i) f .t/ 2 F.t;  .t// and ´..t// 2 C..t//; for all t 2 Œ0;T  and ´ ' on
Œ a;0I
(ii) 0 t  .t/ 1
4
. "
4
/ and 0 t   N.t/ 1
4
. "
4
/ for all t 2 Œ0;T I
(iii) kf .t/ y.t/k  d y.t/;F .t;  .t//C .2m.t/C1/" for all t 2 Œ0;T I
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(iv)
´.t/ ´.0/  tR
0
f ./d
  "t for all t 2 Œ0;T :
(v) For all t 2 Œ0;T 
  .t/.s/D
(
´. N.t/C 1
4
. "
4
/C s/  a  s   1
4
. "
4
/
  4s
. "
4
/
´. N.t//C .1C 4s
. "
4
/
/´..t//  1
4
. "
4
/ s  0:
Proof. Let 0 < " < a and y.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;b;E/ be fixed. Set t0 D 0 and put
´.t/D '.t/; 8t 2 Œ a;0:
Consider the function  0 WE! Ca defined by
 0.x/.s/D
(
´.t0C 14. "4/C s/  a  s   14. "4/  4s
. "
4
/
´.t0/C .1C 4s. "
4
/
/x  1
4
. "
4
/ s  0;
for all x 2 E: The set-valued map G0 W Gr.C / ! 2E defined by G0.t;x/ D
F.t; 0.x// satisfies all assumptions (C1)-(C3). Then by Proposition 1, there ex-
ist a continuous mapping ´0.:/ W Œt0; t0C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T !E; a step function 0.:/ W
Œt0; t0C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T ! Œt0; t0C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T  and f0.:/ 2L1.Œt0; t0C 14. "4/\
Œ0;T ;E/ such that
(i) ´0.t0/ D ´0; f0.t/ 2 F.t; 0.´0.0.t////; 0  t   0.t/  14. "4/ and
´0.0.t// 2 C.0.t//; for all t 2 Œt0; t0C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T I
(ii) kf0.t/  y.t/k  d
 
y.t/;F .t; 0.´0.0.t////
C .2m.t/C 1/" for all t 2
Œt0; t0C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T I
(iii)
´0.t/ ´0.t0/  tR
t0
f0./d
  ".t   t0/ for all t 2 Œt0; t0C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T :
Set t1 D t0C 14. "4/ and ´.t/D ´0.t/; for all t 2 Œt0; t1\ Œ0;T :
We reiterate this process for constructing sequences ´i .:/ W Œti ; tiC1\ Œ0;T !E;
i .:/ W Œti ; tiC1\ Œ0;T ! Œti ; tiC1\ Œ0;T ;  i W E! Ca and fi .:/ 2 L1.Œti ; tiC1\
Œ0;T ;E/ and a continuous function ´.:/ W Œ a; tiC1\ Œ a;T ! E satisfying the
following assertions for i  0 W
(a) ´.ti / D ´i .ti /; fi .t/ 2 F.t; i .´i .i .t////; 0  t   i .t/  14. "4/ and
´i .i .t// 2 C.i .t//; for all t 2 Œti ; tiC1\ Œ0;T I
(b) kfi .t/  y.t/k  d
 
y.t/;F .t; i .´i .i .t////
C .2m.t/C 1/" for all t 2
Œti ; tiC1\ Œ0;T I
(c)
´i .t/ ´i .ti /  tR
ti
fi ./d
  ".t   ti / for all t 2 Œti ; tiC1\ Œ0;T :
(d) For all x 2E
 i .x/.s/D
(
´.ti C 14. "4/C s/  a  s   14. "4/  4s
. "
4
/
´.ti /C .1C 4s. "
4
/
/x  1
4
. "
4
/ s  0;
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The assertions (a)-(d) are fulfilled for i D 0: Let now i  1: Assume that (a)-(d)
are satisfied for any i D 1; :::;q: If T  tqC1; then we stop this process of iterations
and we get that (a)-(d) are satisfied with tq < T  tqC1: In the other case tqC1 < T;
consider the function  qC1 WE! Ca defined by
 qC1.x/.s/D
(
´.tqC1C 14. "4/C s/  a  s   14. "4/  4s
. "
4
/
´.tqC1/C .1C 4s. "
4
/
/x  1
4
. "
4
/ s  0;
for all x 2 E: The set-valued map GqC1 W Gr.C /! 2E defined by GqC1.t;x/ D
F.t; qC1.x// satisfies all assumptions (C1)-(C3). Then by Proposition 1, there exist
a continuous mapping ´qC1.:/ W ŒtqC1; tqC1C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T ! E; a step function
qC1.:/ W ŒtqC1; tqC1C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T ! ŒtqC1; tqC1C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T  and fqC1.:/2
L1.ŒtqC1; tqC1C 14. "4/\ Œ0;T ;E/ satisfying the assertions (a)-(d) for i D qC 1:
Set tqC2 D tqC1C 14. "4/ and ´.t/D ´qC1.t/ for all t 2 ŒtqC1; tqC2\ Œ0;T : Thus
the conditions (a)-(d) are satisfied for i D qC 1: Since tiC1   ti D 14. "4/; there
exists an integer s such that ts < T  tsC1: Further on, we define the functions
.:/; N.:/ W Œ0;T ! Œ0;T ;   W Œ0;T ! Ca and f .:/ 2 L1.Œ0;T ;E/ by setting for
all t 2 Œtq; tqC1Œ\Œ0;T 
.t/D q.t/; f .t/D fq.t/; N.t/D tq;   .t/D  q.´q.q.t///
and if tsC1 D T
.T /D sC1.T /; f .T /D fsC1.T /; N.T /D T;   .T /D  sC1.´sC1.sC1.T ///:
Moreover, for all t 2 Œ0;T ; there exists 0  q  s such that t 2 Œtq; tqC1\ Œ0;T :
Then ´.t/ ´0 
Z t
0
f .s/ds


´.t/ ´.tq/ 
Z t
tq
fq.s/ds
C
´.tq/ ´0 
Z tq
t0
f .s/ds

 ".t   tq/C
qX
iD1
´.ti / ´.ti 1/ 
Z ti
ti 1
fi 1.s/ds

 ".t   tq/C
qX
iD1
".ti   ti 1/
 "t:
Hence the proof of Proposition 3 is complete. 
Now we are prepared to prove our Theorem 1. Let ."n/n1 be a strictly decreas-
ing sequence of positive scalars such that 0 < "n < a for all n  1 and P1nD1 "n <
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1: In view of Proposition 3, we can define inductively sequences .fn.://n1 
L1.Œ0;T ;E/, .´n.://n1  C.Œ a;T ;E/; . n.://n1  C.Œ0;T ;Ca/ and
.n.://n1; . Nn.://n1  S.Œ0;T ; Œ0;T / where S.Œ0;T ; Œ0;T / denotes the space of
step functions from Œ0;T  into Œ0;T  such that
(1) fn.t/ 2 F.t; n.t// and ´n.n.t//2C.n.t//; for all t 2 Œ0;T  and ´n '
on Œ a;0I
(2) 0 t  n.t/ 14. "n4 / and 0 t   Nn.t/ 14."n4 / for all t 2 Œ0;T I
(3) kfnC1.t/ fn.t/k  d
 
fn.t/;F .t; nC1.t//
C .2m.t/C1/"nC1 for all t 2
Œ0;T I
(4)
´n.t/ ´0  tR
0
fn./d
  "nt for all t 2 Œ0;T :
(5) For all t 2 Œ0;T 
 n.t/.s/D
(
´n. Nn.t/C 14. "n4 /C s/  a  s   14."n4 /
  4s
. "n
4
/
´n. Nn.t//C .1C 4s. "n
4
/
/´n.n.t//  14. "n4 / s  0:
From (1) and (3), we deduce for all t 2 Œ0;T 
kfnC1.t/ fn.t/k H

F.t; n.t//;F .t; nC1.t//

C .2m.t/C1/"nC1
m.t/k n.t/  nC1.t/k1C .2m.t/C1/"nC1: (4.2)
Claim 1. For all t 2 Œ0;T ;
 k n.t/  nC1.t/k1  k´n.:/ ´nC1.:/k1C12"n:
 kT .t/´n  n.t/k1  8"n:
Proof. First, remark that for all t; Nt 2 Œ a;T  and  > 0 such that jt   Nt j  ./ we
have k´n.t/ ´n.Nt /k  2."nC/: Indeed, let t; Nt 2 Œ a;T  such that jt   Nt j  ./:
If t; Nt 2 Œ0;T  and Nt  t; one has
k´n.t/ ´n.Nt /k

´n.t/ ´0 
Z t
0
fn.s/ds
C
´n.Nt / ´0 
Z Nt
0
fn.s/ds

C
Z t
Nt
kfn.s/kds
 "ntC "n NtC
Z t
Nt
g.s/ds
 2"nC:
If t; Nt 2 Œ a;0; by construction, we have
k´n.t/ ´n.Nt /k D k'.t/ '.Nt /k  :
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If t 2 Œ0;T  and Nt 2 Œ a;0 one has jt j  ./ and jNt j  ./: Then
k´n.t/ ´n.Nt /k

´n.t/ ´0 
Z t
0
fn.s/ds
Ck'.Nt / '.0/kC
Z t
0
kfn.s/kds
 "ntCC
 "nC2:
Hence we conclude that for all t; Nt 2 Œ a;T  such that jt   Nt j  ./; we have
k´n.t/ ´n.Nt /k  2."nC/:
Now, let t 2 Œ0;T  and  a  s   1
4
."n
4
/: We haveˇˇˇ NnC1.t/C 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C s  Nn.t/  1
4
.
"n
4
/  s
ˇˇˇ
 j NnC1.t/  t jC j Nn.t/  t jC 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/
 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/
 ."n
4
/:
Thus
k nC1.t/.s/  n.t/.s/k
D k´nC1. NnC1.t/C 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C s/ ´n. Nn.t/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C s/k
 k´nC1. NnC1.t/C 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C s/ ´nC1. Nn.t/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C s/k
Ck´nC1. Nn.t/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C s/ ´n. Nn.t/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C s/k
 2."nC1C "n
4
/Ck´nC1.:/ ´n.:/k1
 4"nCk´nC1.:/ ´n.:/k1:
If  1
4
. "n
4
/ s   1
4
.
"nC1
4
/ we getˇˇˇ NnC1.t/C 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C s n.t/
ˇˇˇ
 j NnC1.t/  t jC jn.t/  t jC 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/Cjsj
 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/
 ."n
4
/:
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Then
k nC1.t/.s/  n.t/.s/k
D
´nC1. NnC1.t/C 14."nC14 /C s/C 4s."n
4
/
´n. Nn.t//  .1C 4s
. "n
4
/
/´n.n.t//

 k´nC1. NnC1.t/C 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C s/ ´n.n.t//kCk´n. Nn.t// ´n.n.t//k
 k´nC1. NnC1.t/C 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C s/ ´n. NnC1.t/C 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C s/k
Ck´n. NnC1.t/C 1
4
.
"nC1
4
/C s/ ´n.n.t//kCk´n. Nn.t// ´n.n.t//k
 k´nC1.:/ ´n.:/k1C2."nC "n
4
/C2."nC "n
4
/
 k´nC1.:/ ´n.:/k1C8"n:
If  1
4
.
"nC1
4
/ s  0 one has
k nC1.t/.s/  n.t/.s/k
 4jsj
.
"nC1
4
/
k´nC1. NnC1.t// ´nC1.nC1.t//kC 4jsj
. "n
4
/
k´n. Nn.t// ´n.n.t//k
Ck´nC1.nC1.t// ´n.n.t//k
 k´nC1. NnC1.t// ´nC1.nC1.t//kCk´n. Nn.t// ´n.n.t//k
Ck´nC1.nC1.t// ´n.n.t//k
 2."nC1C "n
4
/C2."nC "n
4
/
Ck´nC1.nC1.t// ´nC1.n.t//kCk´nC1.n.t// ´n.n.t//k
 8"nC2."nC1C "n
4
/Ck´nC1.:/ ´n.:/k1
 k´nC1.:/ ´n.:/k1C12"n:
Thus we conclude that k nC1.t/  n.t/k1  k´nC1.:/ ´n.:/k1C12"n:
By the same arguments as above, for t 2 Œ0;T ; if  a  s   1
4
. "n
4
/ we haveˇˇˇ Nn.t/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C s  t   s
ˇˇˇ
 j Nn.t/  t jC 1
4
.
"n
4
/
 1
4
.
"n
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/
 ."n
4
/:
Then
kT .t/´n.s/  n.t/.s/k
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D k´n.tC s/ ´n. Nn.t/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/C s/k
 2."nC "n
4
/
 4"n:
If  1
4
. "n
4
/ s  0 we getˇˇˇ
n.t/  t   s
ˇˇˇ
 jn.t/  t jC jsj
 1
4
.
"n
4
/C 1
4
.
"n
4
/
 ."n
4
/:
So
kT .t/´n.s/  n.t/.s/k
D k´n.tC s/C 4s
."n
4
/
´n. Nn.t//  .1C 4s
."n
4
/
/´n.n.t//k
 k´n.tC s/ ´n.n.t//kCk´n. Nn.t// ´n.n.t//k
 2."nC "n
4
/C2."nC "n
4
/
 8"n:
Thus we conclude that kT .t/´n  n.t/k1  8"n: 
Now, Relations (4.1), (4.2) and Claim 1 yield for all t 2 Œ0;T 
k´nC1.t/ ´n.t/k

´nC1.t/ ´0 
Z t
0
fnC1.s/ds
C
Z t
0
kfnC1.s/ fn.s/kds
C
´n.t/ ´0 
Z t
0
fn.s/ds

 "nC1tC "ntCk´n.:/ ´nC1.:/k1
Z t
0
m.s/dsC12"n
Z t
0
m.s/ds
C2"nC1
Z t
0
m.s/dsC t "nC1
 2"ntCk´n.:/ ´nC1.:/k1
Z T
0
m.s/dsC12"nC2"nC t "n
 17"nCk´n.:/ ´nC1.:/k1
Z T
0
m.s/ds:
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It follows that
k´n.:/ ´nC1.:/k1  17"n
1 L; (4.3)
where LD R T0 m.s/ds: Therefore we have, for n < m
k´m.:/ ´n.:/k1  17
1 L
m 1X
iDn
"i :
Thus the sequence .´n.://n1 converges uniformly on Œ a;T  to a function x.:/:
Also, since all functions ´n.:/ agree with '.:/ on Œ a;0; we have x.:/  '.:/ on
Œ a;0:
Additionally, observe that ´n.n.t// converges uniformly to x.t/ on Œ0;T : Indeed,
for t 2 Œ0;T ; we have jt  n.t/j  14. "n4 / then
k´n.t/ ´n.n.t//k  2."nC "n
4
/
 4"n:
Hence k´n.t/ ´n.n.t//k converges to 0 as n!1: Since
k´n.n.t// x.t/k  k´n.t/ ´n.n.t//kCk´n.t/ x.t/k
and .´n.:// converges uniformly to x.:/; it follows ´n.n.t// converges uniformly to
x.t/ on Œ0;T : By construction, we have ´n.n.t// 2 C.n.t// for every t 2 Œ0;T 
and the graph of C is closed, then x.t/ 2 C.t/ for all t 2 Œ0;T : Furthermore, the
uniform convergence of ´n.:/ to x.:/ on Œ a;T  implies that T .t/´n converges to
T .t/x uniformly on Œ a;0: From Claim 1 we deduce that
 n.t/ converges to T .t/x in Ca: (4.4)
Now, we return to Relation (4.2). By Claim 1 and Relation (4.3) we have for all
t 2 Œ0;T 
kfnC1.t/ fn.t/k m.t/k n.t/  nC1.t/k1C .2m.t/C1/"nC1
m.t/

k´n.:/ ´nC1.:/k1C12"n

C .2m.t/C1/"n
m.t/
 17"n
1 LC12"n

C .2m.t/C1/"n

 
m.t/
 17
1 LC14

C1
!
"n:
This implies (as above) that .fn.t//n1 is a Cauchy sequence and .fn.://n1 con-
verges point-wisely to f .:/: Further, since kfn.t/k  g.t/; by (4) and by the Le-
besgue dominated convergence theorem, we have
x.t/D lim
n!1´n.t/D limn!1
 
´0C
Z t
0
fn.s/ds
!
D ´0C
Z t
0
f .s/ds:
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Finally, observe that by (1),
d
 
f .t/;F .t;T .t/x/
 kf .t/ fn.t/kCHF.t; n.t//;F .t;T .t/x/
 kf .t/ fn.t/kCm.t/k n.t/ T .t/xk1:
Since fn.t/ converges to f .t/ and by (4.4) the last term converges to 0: So that
Px.t/D f .t/ 2 F.t;T .t/x/ a.e in Œ0;T : The proof is complete.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Set '.0/ D ´0: We emphasize that the choice of T and ."/ are as in the last
sections.
The same proof of Proposition 3 holds for the following Proposition. We shall
apply it in order to construct a sequence of approximated solutions.
Proposition 4. If assumptions (L1)-(L3) are satisfied, then for all 0 < " < a and
y.:/ 2 L1.Œ0;b;E/; there exist a continuous mapping ´.:/ W Œ a;C1Œ! E; step
functions .:/; Q.:/; N.:/ W Œ0;C1Œ! Œ0;C1Œ;   .:/ W Œ0;T  ! Ca; and f .:/ 2
L1.Œ0;T ;E/ such that
(i) f .t/ 2 F.t;  .t// and ´. Q.t// 2 P.´..t///; for all t 2 Œ0;T  and ´ '
on Œ a;0I
(ii) 0 t  .t/ 1
4
. "
4
/; 0 Q.t/  t  1
4
. "
4
/ and 0 t   N.t/ 1
4
. "
4
/ for all
t 2 Œ0;T I
(iii) kf .t/ y.t/k  d y.t/;F .t;  .t//C .2m.t/C1/" for all t 2 Œ0;T I
(iv)
´.t/ ´.0/  tR
0
f ./d
  "t for all t 2 Œ0;T :
(v) For all t 2 Œ0;T 
  .t/.s/D
(
´. N.t/C 1
4
. "
4
/C s/  a  s   1
4
. "
4
/
  4s
. "
4
/
´. N.t//C .1C 4s
. "
4
/
/´..t//  1
4
. "
4
/ s  0:
Now, let ."n/n1 be a strictly decreasing sequence of positive scalars such that
0 < "n < a for all n 1 and P1nD1 "n < 1: In view of Proposition 4, we can define
inductively sequences .fn.://n1  L1.Œ0;T ;E/, .´n.://n1  C.Œ a;C1Œ;E/;
. n.://n1  C.Œ0;T ;Ca/ and .n.://n1; . Qn.://n1; . Nn.://n1  S.Œ0;C1Œ;
Œ0;C1Œ/ such that
(1) fn.t/ 2 F.t; n.t// and ´n. Qn.t// 2 P.´.n.t///; for all t 2 Œ0;T  and
´n  ' on Œ a;0I
(2) 0 t  n.t/ 14."n4 /; 0 Qn.t/  t  14. "n4 / and 0 t   Nn.t/ 14. "n4 /
for all t 2 Œ0;T I
(3) kfnC1.t/ fn.t/k  d
 
fn.t/;F .t; nC1.t//
C .2m.t/C1/"nC1 for all t 2
Œ0;T I
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(4)
´n.t/ ´0  tR
0
fn./d
  "nt for all t 2 Œ0;T :
(5) For all t 2 Œ0;T 
 n.t/.s/D
(
´n. Nn.t/C 14. "n4 /C s/  a  s   14."n4 /
  4s
. "n
4
/
´n. Nn.t//C .1C 4s. "n
4
/
/´n.n.t//  14. "n4 / s  0:
We can apply the same technique as above to prove that .´n.://n1 converges uni-
formly to an absolutely continuous function x.:/ and we can deduce that, for almost
all t 2 Œ0;T ; Px.t/ 2 F.t;T .t/x/: To complete the proof of Theorem 2, it remains to
prove that x.t/ 2 P.x.t//; for all t 2 Œ0;T  and if t 0 < t then x.t/ 2 P.x.t 0//: Since
´n. Qn.t// 2 P.´n.n.t///K for all t 2 Œ0;T  and K is compact, we conclude that
x.t/ 2K for all t 2 Œ0;T : Then by (A1), x.t/ 2 P.x.t// for all t 2 Œ0;T : Next, let
t 0; t 2 Œ0;T  such that t 0 < t: Then for n large enough we can find p;q 2 f0; :::; sg such
that q D pC i where 1 i  s; t 0 2 Œtnp ; tnpC1Œ and t 2 Œtnq ; tnqC1Œ; where tni is defined
in the proof of Proposition 4. By construction, we have ´n.tnq 1/ 2 P.´n.tnq 2//;
which together with (A1) gives
P.´n.t
n
q 1// P.´n.tnq 2//:
Similarly,
P.´n.t
n
q 2// P.´n.tnq 3//:
If we continue for i  1 steps, we obtain
P.´n.t
n
q 1// P.´n.tnp //:
By the fact that ´n.tnq / 2P.´n.tnq 1//; we have ´n.tnq / 2P.´n.tnp //: This means that
´n.n.t// 2 P.´n.n.t 0///: By letting n!C1; we get x.t/ 2 P.x.t 0//: The proof
is complete.
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